
Dear Family, Friends, and Rhode Islanders;

Like many of you, over the past 18 months I have been contemplating our shared future — as a family, a
society, and a state. The pandemic and years of Trumpian divisiveness forced us all to reflect upon our
common humanity, even as our differences, real and perceived, worked to pull us apart. This is a time of
both great crisis and opportunity in the Ocean State, and I am eager to spearhead the change that must
come; therefore, I am announcing my candidacy for Governor of the State of Rhode Island.

I am a lifelong Rhode Islander and proud Democrat. My father’s grandparents, the Buonannos, came here
from Italy and settled on Federal Hill. My mother’s side is the Murphy family in Westerly. Today, our
family sprawls the state, but we all share a deeply rooted commitment to service, a commitment instilled
in us by our parents. Bill and I raised our four children here with the same vision, teaching them that
service to your community is the only catalyst for true change.

I have spent my entire career promoting a community-driven, community-conscious  approach, building
teams that worked well together and delivered results. For 25 years, I showed up to CVS Headquarters in
Woonsocket every day, helping to build the company into the state’s largest. Along the way, I held nearly
every leadership position, including president of retail where I was responsible for 200,000 employees
and eighty billion dollars in revenue. I’m particularly proud of my role at CVS Health when I led
groundbreaking efforts like removing all tobacco products from every one of our eight thousand stores.
My mom died of lung cancer and I’m also a cancer survivor. That project was very personal to me.

Now is the time to take all that I have learned in order to help the state that I love. We must attract more
great jobs to Rhode Island and encourage both big and small companies to invest in our community’s
potential. Lessening regulatory challenges that have inhibited growth in the past will transform Rhode
Island into a state where companies want and need to do business. I can do that. Here in the Ocean State,
we are uniquely vulnerable to climate change — all the more reason we should lead the fight to innovate.
Whether wind power off our coast, solar panels on our homes, or embracing the future opportunity of
electric vehicles,  we can construct a green economy that benefits ALL Rhode Islanders. I will make sure
we do. Finally, we cannot thrive unless our children have the best education. Great schools emerge from
great communities, requiring investment in both traditional and human infrastructure, from buildings to
health care. We need leadership to unlock the best future possible for all of our children and determine the
best way forward. I can lead that change.

I love our state, its customs, its quirks, and, most of all, its people. We Rhode Islanders are at times
boisterous, at times cantankerous, and at times quite fierce in our Rhody pride, but we are ultimately
always resilient, always generous. The challenges that we face here are tremendous, but so are the



opportunities they offer. It would be my greatest privilege to serve as your governor as we shape our
future together.

In the days, weeks, and months ahead I want to connect with as many of you as I can. So please reach out
to say hello, to tell your story, and share your ideas. I mean it. I can’t wait to hear from you.

With Gratitude,
Helena Foulkes

P.S. I made a quick video on my iPhone talking about my story and why I am running that you can watch
here.

https://vimeo.com/631068480

